
  Market Observations - as of Feb. 25, 2022  

By Carl Jorgensen - For Objective Traders - For educational purposes only.  Not Financial Advice. 

 

We lost a great contributor to the world of Trading Education this week, Dr. Van K. Tharp. 

 

 

 

I first read Van Tharp’s book “Trade your way to 

Financial Freedom” in 2003 and it made a 

significant impact on me and my trading beliefs.  

A year later I was lucky to meet Van at a 

conference in San Francisco where he graciously 

signed his book for me.   

Some of the key lessons I learned from Van 

made an even greater impact on me after I 

made those very mistakes trading just to realize 

how much more significant those principles were 

than I had first thought. 

Fortunately, Van has left us all a wealth of his 

knowledge through the many books he has 

published. 

Thank you Van for the many lessons you have 

provided me and so many Traders.  

May you Rest in Peace. 

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

In each of the prior three weeks we saw a ‘Speed Bump’ with a rally the first half of each week 

followed by a sell off the second half of each week. The key sign was bearish since each week ended 

lower than the prior week. Lower Lows makes for a Bearish trend. 

This week was different, not because of the Holiday on Monday, but the first two days of this week 

were bearish, and the last two days switched to extreme bullish.   

We saw a HUGE opening gap down on Thursday as news of the Ukraine being invaded by Russia spread. 

However, the rally from the open Thursday turned out to become even stronger than was the opening 

gap down. We will see some key evidence of Thursday’s significance as we look at the charts below. 

Not only did Thursday recover all of the losses from the opening gap, it went on to add gains to become 

one of the strongest and widest range days in over a year.  



Friday saw the rally continue.  Some markets rallied on Friday in the first 2 hours then slowed the last 

4 hours of the day while others continued their rally most all day on Friday. Some of the strongest 

stocks and sectors were revealed on Friday as they continued their extreme paced rally.  

As we look at the charts below, note what stocks and/or sectors showed relative greater strength on 

Thursday and Friday of this week.  I believe those same names are more likely to continue to show 

their relative strength going forward into next week. 

If you have read books by Tom Bulkowsky on ‘Chart Patterns’ you may have recognized Thursday this 

week as a ‘Bullish Spike’ Reversal day. This is a day when the Bears showed extreme strength at the 

open with a large gap down that is quickly reversed by even stronger Bulls that not only rally from the 

extreme low open to fill that day’s big gap, but continue on to recover a significant portion of the prior 

day’s losses and closes on or near the highs of that reversal day.  This pattern is a ‘rare’ pattern that 

does not occur very often, but it does describe what we saw on Thursday of this week. In addition, we 

saw the bulls continue on Friday to some degree. 

 

 

A Bullish ‘Spike’ indicates both an extreme with the Bears at the open followed immediately with very 

strong Bulls that control the entire trading day. When we see this, we know that it is possible that the 

Trend may have changed to Bullish, but that is NOT confirmed until we see key highs exceeded. 

Changes in Trend can often be seen in the charts as having ‘Round Tops and Sharp Bottoms’, but not 

always.   

A ‘Round Top’ describes the end of a Bullish Trend that does not happen at one specific moment, but 

over a period of time as rallies fail to deliver new highs or higher highs and eventually the selling 

slowly takes over and prices begin to sag lower.   

A ‘Sharp Bottom’ describes the end of a Bearish Trend that ends with an ‘extreme’ drop that could be 

the biggest move seen during the Bear Trend. This is followed by an instantaneous reversal as a very 

strong rally takes off. This rally is fueled by BOTH Bears and Bulls doing the same thing at the same 

time. The previous Bears are ‘buying’ to cover their shorts due to the reversal and at the same time 

the patient Bulls see a great opportunity to ‘Buy the Dip’ and jump with ‘buy’ orders at the same time. 

Both add to the buying frenzy, and prices climb fast as supply is quickly consumed.  In addition, there 

is a ‘lack’ of sellers after the fast reversal which also makes for a one-sided market. 



So, is the bottom now in?   I don’t know.  It is possible that the reversal happened on Thursday, but we 

will only know for sure over time. That is how it is in the markets. Next week we could see prior 

Resistance exceeded, or prior key highs exceeded and that evidence would then add to the odds that 

the reversal did occur on Thursday. However, we could also see failed rallies this next week that 

struggle to exceed prior key highs and that evidence could encourage the Bears to resume their 

campaign of selling the markets.  As the late Mark Douglas reminded us often, ‘Anything Can Happen’.   

As an objective Technical trader, we will watch for confirmation from the Charts. 

Let’s take a look at the charts to see what they are telling us. 

 

 

S&P 500 weekly chart as of Feb 25, 2022 – We can see that this week has both a lower low and lower 

high than the prior week, suggesting that the bear trend is still in play.  However, note the very long 

lower wick on this week’s candle that exceeded the lows from January before bouncing to end this 

week above the close from last week and nearly back to its 50 week SMA (Blue). 

 

 



 

S&P 500 daily chart as of Feb 25, 2022 – Here we see the decline continue on Tuesday and Wednesday 

of this week than the huge gap down on Thursday with the very big rally that day that not only filled 

Thursday’s gap but also recovered just over half of the prior day’s losses. Friday continued strong to 

recover all of this week’s losses plus some from the prior week, ending this week up +0.82%. The S&P 

remains below all 3 of its key daily SMAs (20 day, 50 day and 200 day) and below its Resistance Trend 

Line (Green line). 

Thursday was one of the biggest True Range days in a long time for the S&P. How big? On the daily 

chart we see a daily True Range of just over 180 points on Thursday.  The last time we saw a big move 

was Jan. 24th of this year when we saw a 3 standard deviation move of over 194 points.   To find bigger 

moves we have to look back nearly 2 years to March of 2020. 

To compare big moves, True Range is not appropriate since it measures the points ($s) a symbol moves 

and if we compare a 150 point move in a 4300 index to a 150 point move (years ago) in a 2100 index, 

that’s not a meaningful comparison.  To solve this problem I created a Dual Historical Volatility 

Indicator that works like ATR but its measurements are converted to a percentage of the average price 

of the index at the time. This way I can better see meaningful comparisons over time.  A 4% move in a 

4300 index is more comparable to a 4% move in a 2100 index. 

Below is chart showing the past 2 years of the S&P with this Dual Historical Volatility study applied. 



 

S&P 500 daily chart as of Feb 25, 2022 – The purple line in the lower half of this chart shows the daily % 

move relative to the 20 period average price at the time. The Grey line shows the 20 period average 

price. Note the 4.2% spike on Thursday of this week and the 4.4% spike on Jan. 24th of this year. Then 

look back to Sept 3rd of 2020 to find the next 4.4% spike.  We see a 6.35% spike on June 11th of 2020 

and many spikes over 5% in March and early April of 2020.   

You can easily see with these past relative comparisons of just how ‘crazy’ ‘crazy prices’ can behave, 

and how often. 

 

This ‘CJ Dual Historical Volatility’ indicator for Think-or-Swim is available for free download at my web 

site www.TradeObjectives.com and can be found under ‘Resources’ / ‘Files’ / ‘TOS Thinkscript’ 

 

 

 



 

S&P 500 15 min. chart as of Feb 25, 2022 – Here we can see the down trend on Thursday and Friday of 

last week that continued on Tuesday and Wednesday of this week. Thursday saw a large gap down at 

the open that was filled in the early afternoon as the S&P continued higher all day. Friday saw the S&P 

continue to rally the first 2 hours and then paused near the highs of the week the last 3 to 4 hours of 

Friday.  

 

As news came out late Wednesday evening about the Russian invasion of the Ukraine we could see the 

Futures markets drop significantly.  

The Futures markets trade about 23 hours a day, 5 days a week, and can give us some clues of how the 

markets are reacting to events when the USA Markets are ‘closed’.   

The S&P-500 Index e-Mini Futures contract (ES) is very liquid and a good indicator of market reactions 

when the US markets are closed but the Asia or Europe markets could be open, depending upon the 

current time. 

Wednesday we saw the USA (cash) markets close the day just a few points below the weekly S&P 

‘Expected Move’ then gap down at Thursday’s open nearly to a level twice the weekly Expected Move.  

The ES ended the USA normal market session on Wednesday just below the weekly Expected Move. In 

the Overnight session the ES dropped hard as news about the Ukraine came out, and dropped to find 

support exactly at twice the weekly Expected Move just before midnight (Pacific Time). This support 

level was retested by the ES about an hour before the USA markets opened on Thursday as seen in the 

ES chart below. 

Trivia Question: the S&P tested and broke below its lower 3-standard deviation Expected Move on what 

date this year? 



 

S&P 500 e-Mini Futures Contract ESH22 15 min. chart as of Feb 25, 2022 – Note the tests of the -2x 

Expected Move level in the overnight session before Thursday’s open. 

Monday was a USA Holiday, but the Futures markets were trading overnight and open Monday for a half 

day session where we saw the ES continue to sell off.  Another useful gauge for markets behavior 

during Holidays, if one was curious.  

Back to the ‘Expected Move’.  What is it?   How is it determined? 

The ‘Expected Move’ is a value derived by the Options Markets, for a specific expiration day, for a 

specific market.  It does NOT predict what price will do.  It simply shows us how the Options Markets 

are pricing Risk.  Risk based on 1 standard deviation (68% odds) for a specific instrument to move 

within a $ dollar range between now and a pre-defined expiration date.  It shows us how the 

Participants in the Options markets are pricing Risk.  It is a constantly changing estimate of Risk.  

We choose to use the SPX (S&P-500) as our reference market, and choose an Options Expiration date 

one week from each Friday, looking one week ahead. 

Below is an Options Pricing Chain for the SPX that was captured after the close on Friday Feb. 18th.  We 

can see the closing price for the S&P (‘Last’) was at $4348.87.  If we look at the line for the Feb. 25th 

expiration (Yellow arrow) we can see on to the right edge the value of +/- $120.78.   This shows us the 

expected move for the SPX for Feb. 25th Expiration is priced at 120.78 above the close at 4348.87 and 

priced at 120.78 below the close at 4348.87. This range represents a 1 standard deviation move.   

This is NOT a Prediction or a Fact. It is a representation of the ‘Opinions’ of Options Traders reflected 

in what they are willing to buy or sell Options contracts for this instrument for this expiration. It is an 

Opinion that can often be wrong, but it is a measure of Probabilities based on these opinions. 



 

SPX Options Chain as of Feb. 18, 2022 after the close. 

Now that we have these ‘Expected Move’ values each week for the S&P, we can then use these values 

as ‘Markers’ on our charts to compare to Reality of the ‘Actual’ moves in the S&P that week as the 

week unfolds.  There will be times when the Options Markets ‘Under Price’ Actual Risk and the markets 

moved MORE than the Expected Move suggested.  There will also be times when the Options Markets 

‘Over Priced’ Actual Risk and the actual SPX moves remain within the Expected Move range for that 

week. 

Sometime we see these levels act like ‘Support’ or ‘Resistance’ during the week. This happens more 

often than you would think.  I cannot prove it, but this behavior is VERY likely due to the fact that 

many ‘Fund Managers’ use similar methods for ‘Dynamic Hedging’, and when their hedging instrument 

moves to or beyond 1-standard deviation, they must re-adjust their hedges by buying or selling 

leveraged instruments. The most common instruments for these Hedges are S&P Futures and S&P 

Options. The adjusting of hedges by large fund managers can temporarily for a level of Support or 

Resistance as these key ‘Expected Move’ levels are tested. 



The Example in the ES chart above, shows that there was likely Hedge adjusting going on not only at 

the 1-standard deviation level late Wednesday, but also at the 2-standard deviation level overnight 

before the US Market open on Thursday. 

Not that I’ve explained the ‘Expected Move’ computation. Can you figure out the Expected Move for 

next week, the week that Expires on March 4th?    Below is the SPX Options Chain to do so.  

 

SPX Options Chain as of Feb. 25, 2022 after the close. 

For this next week’s ‘Expected Move’ in the S&P, why don’t you see for yourself what those numbers 

are. 

What is the Expiration date for next Friday? 

What is the Expected Move for this next week in the SPX? 

Where did the S&P close on Friday Feb. 25th? 

What are the lower and upper 1-standard deviation levels for the S&P next week? 



Even if you do NOT Trade Options, understanding how the Options Markets are pricing Risk can be 

a very useful tool for other styles of trading. 

 

DJIA weekly chart as of Feb 25, 2022 – The DJIA saw a lower low and lower high this week as compared 

to last week. This suggests that the Dow is still in a Bearish Trend. 

 

DJIA daily chart as of Feb 25, 2022 – The decline in the Dow Industrials continued on Tuesday and 

Wednesday this week, with a gap down and rally Thursday after making a new low for 2022. Friday 

continued higher that nearly recovered this week’s entire decline, but not any from the prior week. 

The Dow closed this week down -0.06% and is still below all 3 of its key SMAs. 



 

NASDAQ weekly chart as of Feb 25, 2022 – The Nasdaq composite saw a lower low and lower high this 

week, but also had a slightly higher close. 

 

NASDAQ daily chart as of Feb 25, 2022 – The Nasdaq continued its decline on Tuesday and Wednesday, 

then saw a monster gap down and rally on Thursday that not only recovered all of the big gap but also 

nearly all of the prior day’s decline. Friday saw a much smaller rally day continue to end the week up 

+1.08%. The Nasdaq remains below all 3 of its key daily SMAs and below its Trend Line Resistance 

(Green line). 

 



 

Russell 2000 weekly chart as of Feb 25, 2022 – The Russell also delivered a lower low and lower high 

this week as compared to last week, but it closed this week with a higher close. 

 

 

Russell 2000 daily chart as of Feb 25, 2022 – The Russell just barely took out the Jan. lows this week to 

deliver a new low for 2022. The Rally Friday continued higher to cross back above the 20 day SMA, 

ending the week up +1.57%. 

Next we will look at a few key ‘Market Internals’. 



 

McClellan Summation Index weekly chart as of Feb 25, 2022 – Last week this Index ended the week at -

608.50. This week the Index declined and ended the week at -724.39.  Note how this week saw a bigger 

decline than any of the prior 3 weeks. 

 

 

McClellan Summation Index daily chart as of Feb 25, 2022 – Here we saw a sharp decline continue this 

week with Friday being flat after a strong decline on Thursday.  This negative momentum may have 

stopped by Friday, but we do not see much of any bullish momentum forming yet.  

 

 



 

NYSE Percent above 200 day SMA daily chart as of Feb 25, 2022 – Last week ended after 3 speed bumps 

at 37.25%.  This week saw a dip Tuesday and Wednesday to about 31.5% then bounce Thursday and 

Friday up to end this week at 38.90%. 

 

 

NYSE Percent above 50 day SMA daily chart as of Feb 25, 2022 – Last week ended at 36.27% after the 3 

speed bumps. This week saw a sharp decline to nearly 27% on Tuesday and Wednesday, then a small 

bounce on Thursday followed by a bigger bounce on Friday back up to 38.31%. 

 

 



 

VIX daily chart as of Feb 25, 2022 – The VIX spent most of this week in the 28 – 32 range with a wild 

spike up to 36.8 early on Thursday.  ‘Volatility’ remains ‘Elevated’ per this chart. 

 

 

VVIX daily chart as of Feb 25, 2022 – The VVIX spent most of this week above its 20 day SMA with a big 

spike up on Thursday. Friday saw the VVIX open below its 20 day and 50 day SMAs and slip lower to end 

the day just below its 200 day SMA. 

 



 

SKEW daily chart as of Feb 25, 2022 – We saw another dip in the Options SKEW on Wednesday that 

bounced higher on Thursday and Friday. 

 

Next we will look at a few key Commodities, Currency and Treasuries. 

 

 

Oil daily chart as of Feb 25, 2022 – Oil pulled back to its 20 day SMA late last week and slowly rose this 

week as it mostly remained just above its ascending 20 day SMA (Yellow). Thursday saw a brief spike to 

over $100.50 in the pre market Futures as new about the Ukraine and Russia impacted concerns about 

Oil supplies. Friday saw a return to the area just above the 20 day SMA. 

 



 

Gold daily chart as of Feb 25, 2022 – Gold remained mostly horizontal near the 1900 area until the wild 

reactions on Thursday. Friday saw a return to the 1900 area with a bit of selling during the day down to 

the 1890 area. 

 

 

US Dollar Index daily chart as of Feb 25, 2022 – The US Dollar Index was mostly quiet and horizontal 

Tuesday and Wednesday before spiking up wildly on Thursday. Friday saw some of Thursday’s rally 

returned. 



 

US 10 year Treasury daily chart as of Feb 25, 2022 – The 10 year tested the 20 day SMA twice this week 

as it mostly slowly drifted lower and remained just below its descending 20 day SMA. 

 

 

US 10 year Yield daily chart as of Feb 25, 2022 – Here we see a slow drift higher in the 10 year Yields 

with the brief over-reaction seen on Thursday. Friday saw a return to the same trend that is drifting 

higher at a similar slope as seen in the 20 day SMA. 

 



 

US Yield rates daily table as of Feb 25, 2022 – Here we see a brief bump higher in the longer terms on 

Wednesday that drifted a bit lower on Thursday. The 10 year remains just below 2% this week after a 

brief break out above 2% the prior week. 

 

 



 

FOMC Balance Sheet weekly chart as of Feb 23, 2022 – The Fed continues to add to its Balance Sheet 

with $17.096 Billion more in Assets this week to reach another new all time record high this week of 

$8.928129 Trillion.  More fuel for the Inflation monster, with no signs of Tapering yet. 

 

Next we will look at a few key Sectors. 

 



 

Dow Transports daily chart as of Feb 25, 2022 – The Transports continued their decline on Tuesday and 

Wednesday then gapping lower as a rally began on Thursday and continued higher on Friday, ending the 

week up +1.58% and just above its 20 day SMA. 

 

XLE daily chart as of Feb 25, 2022 – The Energy sector gapped higher on Tuesday before selling off most 

of the day back below its 20 day SMA. Wednesday saw a quiet day. Thursday again gapped higher and 

sold off most of the day with a little bounce late that day. Friday saw a small rally back above its 20 

day SMA to end the week up 1.22% and back above its Support Trend Line (Grey line). The Energy 

sector remains above all 3 of its key SMAs. 



 

XLF daily chart as of Feb 25, 2022 – The Financial sector saw a quiet day Tuesday, a Bearish Engulfing 

candle on Wednesday, then a gap down Thursday that rallied but did not fill its gap that day. Friday 

the rally continued strong back above the 200 day SMA (Purple) and recovered most of the week’s 

losses, ending the week down -0.31%. 

 

QQQ daily chart as of Feb 25, 2022 – The Nasdaq-100 and the Big Tech Stocks have both lead the 

market up and down this year. Tuesday and Wednesday saw the decline continue with a big gap down 

and monster rally on Thursday that not only filled the big gap but also recovered nearly all of the prior 

day’s losses. Friday saw the rally continue at a much smaller pace to end the week up +1.25%. The QQQ 

remains below all 3 of its key SMAs. 



 

SOXX daily chart as of Feb 25, 2022 – The Semiconductor sector remained below its 200 day SMA and 20 

day SMA most all of this week, with a big gap down and Rally on Thursday that continued on Friday to 

cross back above the 200 day SMA and end the week a few cents above its 20 day SMA, up +2.25% for 

the week. 

 

 

XLC daily chart as of Feb 25, 2022 – The Communications Services sector continued lower on Tuesday 

and Wednesday, then gapped down Thursday and rallied to fill its gap and recover all of its prior day’s 

losses. Friday continued a little higher to end the week up +1.66% but still below all 3 of its key SMAs. 



 

XME daily chart as of Feb 25, 2022 – The Metals and Mining sector has seen a very strong rally since late 

January. Late last week we saw a pause and small pull back near its new highs. Tuesday of this week 

saw a small decline that was mostly recovered on Wednesday. Thursday saw a very small gap down 

(VERY BIG HINT!) with a dip and a bounce off of $48 support mid day. Friday saw a HUGE rally to new 

10 year highs, ending the week up +4.80% and still well above all 3 of its key SMAs.   

 

Over the past month or two we have seen both the XLE and XME sectors very often leading the 

markets. Observing this, we’ve keep key stocks within these two sectors on our watch list for potential 

bullish trades. The markets have paid us well on several trades so far this year for having done this. 

This is a simple way to help keep the odds in your favor. The strongest names in the strongest sectors. 

It’s far easier than counting cards in black jack, in my humble opinion. 



 

Weekly Percent Change US Indexes and Sectors table as of Feb 25, 2022 – Note that the Russell was the 

strongest Index this week, and we saw in the Russell daily chart above that all of its gains this week 

were realized on Friday.  “One day does not a trend make”, but this is a clue worth keeping an eye on. 

The Strongest sectors this week included: XME (again), XLV, SOXX and XLU. We saw on several charts 

that most of this week’s gains were not realized until Friday. The Weakest sectors this week included: 

XLY, XRT and XHB.  

Remember, Volatility remains Elevated and momentum can change quickly as we have seen over the 

past few weeks. 

 

Daily Percent Change US Indexes table as of Feb 25, 2022 – Big tech was relatively stronger on Tuesday 

and Thursday this week as leadership changed daily.  Also note that every index was ‘negative’ on 

Tuesday and Wednesday and ‘positive’ on Thursday and Friday. 



Next we will look at a few key Stocks. 

 

 

AAPL daily chart as of Feb 25, 2022 – Apple continued its decline on Tuesday and Wednesday, then 

gapped down to nearly its 200 day SMA on Thursday to then rally and fill its gap plus some more. Friday 

saw a small continuation of the rally to end the week down -1.46%. 

 

 

MSFT daily chart as of Feb 25, 2022 – Microsoft continued lower to its Oct. lows on Wednesday. 

Thursday gapped lower and rallied to recover its entire gap plus recover all of its losses for the week. 

Friday saw a small continuation higher to nearly its 200 day SMA to end the week up +3.26%. 

 

 



 

GOOGL daily chart as of Feb 25, 2022 – Alphabet continued its decline Tuesday and Wednesday with 

expanding volatility. Thursday saw a gap down and rally to recover all of this week’s losses. Friday saw 

the rally continued but failed to reach its 200 day SMA. GOOGL ended the week up +3.11% and remains 

below all 3 of its key SMAs. 

 

 

AMZN daily chart as of Feb 25, 2022 – Amazon continued lower below its 20 day SMA on Tuesday and 

Wednesday. Thursday gapped lower and rallied to fill its gap and recover most of the prior day’s losses. 

Friday continued higher to end the week back above its 20 day SMA and up +0.78% for the week. 

 



 

TSLA daily chart as of Feb 25, 2022 – Tesla continued lower on Tuesday, crossing and closing below its 

200 day SMA (Purple). Wednesday dropped to deliver new lows of 2022. Thursday gapped down at the 

open to even lower lows for 2022 and rallied to fill its gap and recover about half of the prior day’s 

losses. Friday saw a narrow range day above the prior day’s highs to end the week down -5.50% and 

below all 3 of its key SMAs. 

 

 

FB daily chart as of Feb 25, 2022 – Meta continued its steady decline on Tuesday and Wednesday then 

gapped down at the open on Thursday and rallied to fill its gap and recover most all of this week’s 

losses. Friday saw a smaller range day that continued higher, ending the week up +2.10% but still well 

below all 3 of its key SMAs. 



 

NVDA daily chart as of Feb 25, 2022 – Nvidia continued lower on Tuesday and Wednesday, crossing and 

closing below its 200 day SMA on Wednesday. Thursday saw a gap down to its Jan. lows at the open 

with a rally all day that filled its gap and recovered most all of the prior day’s range and returning back 

above its 200 day SMA. Friday saw a small continuation higher to end the week up +2.18%. 

 

 

GS daily chart as of Feb 25, 2022 – Goldman Sachs continued its decline on Tuesday and Wednesday, 

thane gapped down to retest its Jan. lows on Thursday before the rally nearly filled its opening gap. 

Friday saw the rally continue with nearly as much range, recovering all of this week’s losses plus more, 

ending the week up +1.18%. 

 



 

AA daily chart as of Feb 25, 2022 – Alcoa saw a bearish engulfing candle on Tuesday then a pause near 

Tuesday’s lows on Wednesday. Thursday saw a wide range swing that closed lower. Friday saw a rally 

that recovered most but not all of the week’s losses, ending the week down -0.45%. 

 

 

NUE daily chart as of Feb 25, 2022 – Nucor pulled back on Tuesday and Wednesday, then gapped down 

to its 50 day SMA support on Thursday before the big rally filled the gap plus recovered the prior day’s 

losses. Friday saw another big rally day that delivered new all time highs, ending the week up +5.79% 

and still above all 3 of its key SMAs.  

 



 

X daily chart as of Feb 25, 2022 – US Steel drifted lower on Tuesday and Wednesday and gapped down 

below its 50 day and 20 day SMAs at the open on Thursday just to see a huge rally day that not only 

filled its opening gap but also recover all of this week’s losses and closed the day back above all 3 of its 

key SMAs. Friday saw another huge rally day to new highs for 2022, ending the week up +11.71%. 

 

 

SLB daily chart as of Feb 25, 2022 – Schlumberger saw a wide range down day on Tuesday, a quiet day 

on Wednesday near its 20 day SMA followed by a strong selling day on Thursday below its 20 day SMA to 

new lows for Feb. 2022. Friday saw a rally but it failed to cross back above its 20 day SMA, ending the 

week down -1.89%.  

 



 

COST daily chart as of Feb 25, 2022 – Costco continued lower on Tuesday and Wednesday, crossing 

below its 20 day SMA on Tuesday. Thursday saw a gap down and Rally to fill the opening gap and 

recover all of the prior day’s decline. Friday saw a continuation higher, crossing back above its 20 day 

SMA and ending the week up +0.94%.   

Note that the lows seen this Thursday were ‘Higher’ than the lows seen in January this year, and this 

was when we saw lower lows this week in a lot of other charts. This gives us one clue as to potential 

‘wave 3’ up could have begun on Friday.  Time will tell if COST continues higher above its 50 day SMA 

or above its highs from Feb. 9th.   The skill to focus on developing is to see these subtle hints as charts 

are constantly changing, and identify a potential move quickly after it has begun and not wait until it’s 

nearly done.  These skills come from lots of practice, and an imagination to visualize these 

possibilities, and when the odds may favor that possibility. 

We saw in many charts above how Friday continued higher this week. However, we saw some (Tech) 

charts that had a relatively weaker rally on Friday while other charts (Metals) saw a very strong rally on 

Friday that was just as strong as what was seen on Thursday.  These too are subtle hints that may or 

may not lead to continued ‘strength’.  There are never any guarantees with trading. We only have data 

from the charts, and our discipline to recognize when the odds may favor one outcome over another. 

Mastering those skills leads to having an ‘Edge’ in the markets that can lead to consistent performance 

over a large number of trades. 

Hope this helps. 

FYI, I have a link posted at my web site now that will take you to a recording of the Presentation I gave 

last week (Feb. 19th) for the Silicon Valley Options Group on: “Do you have an Options Trading Edge?”. 

Look for the ‘Resources’ ‘Videos’ page at www.TradeObjectives.com .  

Trade Smart, 

CJ 


